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Earl Nightingale recorded his essay The Strangest Secret in 1956. This recording became the first

spoken message ever to receive a Gold Record by selling over one million copies. This triumph led

Nightingale and his business partner, Lloyd Conant, to form Nightingale-Conant Corporation, a

company dedicated to helping others achieve personal success. Nightingale created and performed

more than 7,000 daily broadcasts for his popular radio program, Our Changing World; wrote and

starred in many television programs; and was awarded the prestigious Golden Gavel Award from

Toastmasters International --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

This wonderful book by Earl Nightingale, based on audio recording, has many typos, missed words

and other errors. It needs to be transcribed again and corrected.

I wasn't sure about this book when I bought it. I though Earl Nightingale is probably "old hat" and I

would get bored with it. I couldn't put the book down. I am a new and true believer of what Earl is

sharing. This is a very easy read. I recommend this for anyone looking to get ahead in life. I

especially recommend this for High School and College Students that are serious about finding and



pursuing a career.

The ideas expressed in this little book are delightful gems buried under the trash heap of sloppy

grammar, careless typos, and mountains of missing words and odd and incomplete sentences. This

edition needs to be thoroughly revised.

This was a short read that has some good ideas but that I feel is still missing much of what the LOA

really is - which is something that takes more than 30 minutes to absorb. A good start, or intro,

though.

The message is as relevant and very wise as it was 200 years ago. Highly recommend it !!

I'm always thinking of ways to better myself this book is great validation inspiring and enlightening. I

think about how to adapt to this rapidly changing world. And how to improve without being trapped

by all of the wonderful new tec

one of the best books that describe keys for sucess in life and i am sure most of nowadays writer

use this book as a reference for all there writing, the interesting that it's has been writen in 1950 but

when we read yo feel it has been writen nowadays.for example one of the winsome write n the

book:"DonÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t concern yourself too much with how youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re going to

achieve your goal. Leave that completely to a power greater than yourself. All you have to do is

know where youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re going. The answers will come to you of their own accord."The

Strangest Secret (Kindle Locations 214-216)and there is more when you read it, enjoy it.

Although this book is short it gets straight to the point. The message is so simple, yet so many miss

out and never get close to achieving what they could if they only knew what lies within.If you

struggle attaining your goals, this book's for you. If you can't seem to get out of the rut of daily life,

this book's for you. In fact, if you want to improve your life in any way, this book's for you.
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